Insurance for your lifestyle

Lifesty

Introducing insurance that
can keep up with your success

Through our AIG Private Client Group, a division of the member companies
of American International Group, Inc. (AIG) offers a level of innovation
and personalization unmatched in the insurance industry. We provide the
coverage necessary to preserve your assets and personal liability. Your
protection also can be augmented with services to minimize property
damage and bolster your family’s safety. And all of this comes in one
package, tailored to your needs.
We understand what it takes to be successful. We manage your risk so you
can focus on your life.
Insurance for your world
With AIG Private Client Group, you have access to a wide array of competitively priced products
captured on a single bill. You can further control costs through high deductible options and meaningful
premium credits. Our policies complement one another, helping eliminate gaps or overlaps in coverage.
Look to us to safeguard all that you hold dear.1

For your home

For your liability

Rely on sound protection from a broad array
of circumstances, including industry-leading
coverage for water damage. If a total loss
occurs, we often can pay to rebuild your
home to match its exceptional quality, even
if doing so costs more than the policy limit.
Supplemental coverage options allow your
policy to reflect what matters to you.

You don’t have to be a billionaire to be
sued like one. Our personal excess liability
insurance offers broad, worldwide protection
and features up to $100 million in coverage.
You also have the freedom to choose legal
representation from a national panel of
leading defense specialists; most insurers
leave you out of this process entirely.

1 Coverage is subject to underwriting review and may not be available in all jurisdictions.
2 If available, excludes glass.
3 Some services have eligibility requirements or geographic restrictions. Please contact your independent insurance advisor for more information.

For your collections

More than coverage

Whatever you collect—fine art, jewelry, wine,
antiques, memorabilia or other precious items—we
provide precise protection from fire, theft, flooding,
natural disasters and breakage. Worldwide
coverage allows you to transport pieces and
acquire new items abroad without concern.

AIG Private Client Group complements its
coverage options with distinctive, personalized
services—from loss prevention consultations at
your home to oversight of complex art and wine
collections. We bring together best-in-class experts,
cutting-edge technology, and an approach that
goes well above and beyond insurance.3

On the road
Insure all of your vehicles on one policy at an
affordable rate. We provide for repairs with
original manufacturers’ parts,2 choice of repair shop
and the ability to rent a comparable vehicle while
yours is being repaired or replaced. Additional
features include high deductible options, agreed
value provisions and generous coverage for newly
acquired vehicles.

On the water
We offer comprehensive insurance for a wide range
of vessels, from small boats to super yachts. Our
size and strength enable us to offer high limits of
property and liability coverage, and our in-house
yacht specialists can ensure you’ve got the best
possible protection.

And beyond...
Additional solutions are available for insurance
needs related to private staff, family offices,
international travel and more.

•
•
•
•

Home vulnerability assessments
Disaster preparedness
Private collection management
Personal security consultations

We’ll be there for you
If you have a claim, AIG Private Client Group
provides swift, personal attention and real solutions.
With our extraordinarily flexible service, you can
choose your own contractors or repair specialists—
or, in some cases, request a cash settlement with
no obligation to repair or replace lost or damaged
property. You also can tap into our vast network of
pre-screened repair professionals. If an item is lost
or stolen, we make every effort to recover it.
We strive to exceed expectations, and we are
proud of the fact that
policyholders responding
“We made the switch to AIG and
to our claims satisfaction
couldn’t be more pleased. Our agent
surveys overwhelmingly rate
handled everything and made the
our service as “exceptional.”
transition seamless”
– A policyholder in Riverside, CT

AIG Private Client Group is proud to work
with a select group of the finest independent
insurance agents and brokers. To learn
more, please visit www.aig.com/pcg
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